CanDo!®
Ready-to-use Multi-Purpose Cleaner-Degreaser
DI-PHASE CLEANER - Versatile, fast-acting on both grease and dirt
READY-TO-USE - No concentrate to handle, safer for users
THE POWER OF BUTYL - Cleans tough stains that non-butyl won’t
NON-FLAMMABLE - Safer, may be used where flammables cannot
CanDo is a scientifically formulated,
ready-to-use spray cleaner designed for
use on most hard surfaces. It has a unique
di-phase solvent system that will give you
the maximum cleaning action on the most
difficult soils and greases. CanDo's
versatility will help reduce both labor and
cleaning product inventories. Use CanDo
for tough cleaning jobs in industrial plants,
restaurants, schools, churches, nursing
homes, hospitals, and anywhere waterbased spray cleaning products can be
used.
With Damon's unique blend of
detergents and boosters, CanDo has the
extra power needed to take on the grimiest
cleaning jobs - like grease, oil, ink, dyes,
crayon, smoke film, food soil and stains,
and graffiti. And it is non-flammable, dilutes
with water and requires no rising!
Damon’s unique formulation leaves no
residue, is non-flammable, dilutes with
water, and contains no dangerous solvents.
CanDo is the perfect cleaner for
stainless steel, aluminum, chrome, Formica,
vinyl, and other non-porous surfaces.
Before use on painted surfaces, test in an
inconspicuous area. CanDo excels at
removing smoky residues from ceiling light
fixtures and non-porous window blinds. It
degreases food service equipment and
greasy filters quickly and easily. Cleans
greasy windows where regular glass
cleaner fails.
Can-Do is great for motorcycles and
ATVs for removing road grime, mud and oil.
Safe for everything that can be cleaned with
water. It excels at removing bugs and tar.
Test on custom art in an inconspicuous

area before using. Can-Do is also great for
cars, trucks, snowmobiles, off-road and dirt
track vehicles.
READY-TO-USE FORMULATION
CanDo is stabilized at the correct strength
for multi-purpose cleaning (pH 12.0). No
need to take time for mixing and measuring.
And no chance of mixing errors - that's
safer both for cleaning personnel and for
surfaces.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Attach the trigger sprayer to the bottle and
spray, no dilution is required. On normal
soils, spray and wipe. On heavy grease or
black marks, spray and allow to work one
minute before wiping. On rough surfaces, a
second application may be necessary.
Minimal protective equipment is necessary
except when spraying above eye level.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Odor - lemon fragrance
Color - light green
pH - 12.0 + 0.5
V.O.Cs. - 8% - 80g/l
PACKAGING:
Quart
plastic
decanter bottles
packed 12 per
case with one
trigger sprayer.
Packaging
material
is
recyclable.
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